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Abstract 
Nowadays, many industries, such as manufacturing, game and movie industries use 
many 3D models in different ways. Obtaining 3D shapes from 3D scanners becomes 
a common model acquisition approach. On the other hand, 3D surface models can 
also be constructed by artists. However, models are always not usable due to the 
intrinsic irregular topologies. We develop a method for fitting generic template 
meshes to detailed surface meshes with sparse feature correspondences which are 
specified interactively. With the advantages of removing undesirable topology of the 
target mesh and able recovering useful feature according to features of the template, 
we can obtain a 3D model using a deformable template. The method starts by a 
coarse-level global deformation using radial basis functions (RBFs), where 
correspondences between the feature points are specified in advance. Since the 
details between the template and the target model may be different, after feature 
points are used for deforming a template into the shape of the target mesh, a fine-
level matching process has to be carried out. A popular way for establishing 
correspondences between the template and the target model is to locate vertices pairs 
with the shortest distance apart. Here, we propose a method to determine the 
correspondences of vertices iteratively by spreading the search regionally. This 
method is found useful for matching the details which are misaligned significantly. 
The technique can also be applied to the case where there are missing data in the 
target mesh. In general, the template model is deformed such that the faces of the 
template fit into the target object. In order to allow special features to be attached to 
the template mesh, the template fitting process is enhanced by using an additional 
template. One template is a structural mesh which consists of features to be used 
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directly in the target application while the other one is a connectivity mesh which is 
used in the template fitting process. The connectivity mesh is matched to the shape of 
the target mesh, and the structural mesh is deformed to give the target shape 
according to the deformation of the connectivity mesh using compactly supported 
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Nowadays, 3D object reconstructions are widely used to generate models for various 
applications. Given a scanned 3D surface model which is reconstructed from a point 
cloud or a model with undesirable topologies, you may not be able to make use of 
them directly. For example, game industries need low resolution models and 
animation industries need detailed models, while manufacturing industries need 
accurate models. 
For models acquired with 3D scanners, there are always noises and holes. In most 
cases, the scan data is used as a reference for constructing a new model interactively. 
This relies very much on the skill and experience of the designer. It is thus desirable 
to automate the processes as far as possible. As a result, the problem becomes fitting 
a template model to a 3D target surface model based on the feature points specified 
interactively. In general, the process consists of two phases: 1) Global deformation 
based on a set of point correspondences, [5，6，15, 39]. This deforms the template's 
shape to match approximately to the target shape. 2) Surface fitting based on 
optimizing the template's shape by locating the closest points on the target mesh 
iteratively, [15, 21]. 
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1.2 Previous and related works 
In [5], a feature mesh is proposed for deforming the template head model into the 
target range scan head iteratively. The feature mesh is generated based on landmarks 
defined interactively in the first step. It is then fitted to the target head and refined. In 
the process, more landmarks are located automatically. The correspondences 
between the feature mesh and the template mesh is then established. A warping 
function is then adopted to deform the template head iteratively. The idea is good for 
fitting a head model but may not be suitable for fitting any non-spherical freeform 
object. 
There is a powerful algorithm for creating a mapping between two models, [27], 
[40]. The method can create a mapping between two topologically different meshes 
by given a small set of point correspondences. The results of the algorithm are very 
impressive. However, the constraints of the algorithm make it unable to create a 
mapping between models with holes on the surface. On the other hand, meshes must 
be in the same genus. The main reason for the problem is that, the algorithm has to 
perform Dijkstra searches on both the mesh vertices and the edge midpoints. Thus, it 
will fail when there are holes on the target surface. Moreover, a feature which does 
not appear on one mesh, cannot be recovered even though it may appear on the other 
mesh. 
Remeshing the scan data is another way for obtaining a mesh with a better topology. 
A Shrink Wrapping Approach to Remeshing Polygonal Surfaces [41] suggests a 
remeshing approach which can build up the mapping between the base mesh and the 
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target using shrink wrapping. However, the method is restricted in reconstructing a 
genus-zero mesh. Although progressive transmission is allowed and the shape of the 
target is captured appropriately, the missing data still cannot be covered by 
remeshing. Thus, re-tiling method for remeshing the target mesh [23] may not be 
suitable for the sense of feature covering. 
In [15], a human body is reconstructed from a range scan. Missing data could be 
recovered using their algorithm. A low and a high resolution of the models are 
created [37]. Firstly, the low resolution one is optimized to match the target and then 
the transformation matrices are upsampled to the high-resolution version. The high 
resolution model is then optimized with the target data. Finally, missing parts in the 
scan data can be recovered from the template. 
Deformation Transfer for Triangle Meshes [21] extends the idea of surface fitting in 
[15] to transfer a deformation from one mesh to another. Correspondences are found 
using an iterative closest point algorithm with regularization, aided by user selected 
marker points, that deforms the source mesh into the target mesh. Then, triangle 
correspondences which are computed by searching for pairs of source and target 
triangles whose centroids are in close proximity are searched after surface fitting. 
Finally, based on the triangle correspondences, optimizations can be made for 
transferring deformations exhibited by a source mesh onto a different target mesh. It 
is particularly useful for driving one mesh with the deformation of another mesh. 
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1.3 The Proposed Method 
In this section, the proposed methodology will be described briefly. Details of the 
technique will be explained in the following chapters. Given a set of 3D raw data, the 
problem of 3D object reconstruction is to reconstruct the surface shape and the 
structure of the object from the raw data. Since the 3D raw data obtained with 
existing scanning devices is not only a set of point cloud, but a surface mesh, 
therefore, the raw data used in 3D object reconstruction is not restricted to a set of 
raw point cloud. As a result, the problem turns to reconstruct a useful 3D object 
based on the shape of the given data in the form of a 3D surface mesh (referred to as, 
‘target mesh' in the following). 
In order to obtain a 3D surface mesh with different characteristics for different 
applications, a generic template based reconstruction method is proposed. Two types 
of generic templates are defined: one contains an optimal topology for template 
matching or surface fitting (connectivity template) while the other one consists of 
features and structures (feature template). Note that, only the connectivity template 
(referred to as, 'template' in the following) is suitable for surface fitting. 
Given the target mesh and an appropriate pair of generic templates, the problem is to 
have a mean to deform the template to match the target mesh. We propose a two-
phase method for achieving the goal. The first phase is the coarse-level global 
deformation which deforms the template to match the target mesh. It is an elastic 
warping using radial basis functions (RBFs) based on the feature point 
correspondences specified on both meshes. 
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In the second phase, for each vertex of the template, the closest point on the target 
mesh is located. The transition vector defined between a vertex in the template mesh 
and the closest point in the target mesh gives the displacement of the vertex. The 
deformed surface mesh is optimized to prevent the creations of winkles on the 
template. The described method works very well when the search distance (which 
determines the volume of the vertex searching region) is long enough and the target 
mesh contains no missing part. Suppose there are two conditions: 1) the target mesh 
contains a huge number of triangles, 2) the target mesh contains large holes (missing 
parts). If the method proposed above is used for surface fitting, a huge number of 
searches will be required for the first condition. Recovering the missing parts from 
the template requires many iterations or the fitting would even get traps into the local 
minima if the meshes are not aligned properly. 
Based on the above considerations, a technique (the region propagation method) 
based on partitioning the template mesh is developed. The partitions are the regions 
spanned by growing the region from the feature points on the template mesh. Under 
this condition, the searches for the closest points of the template vertices are not 
performed simultaneously. Instead, the searches are grown from the feature points of 
the template iteratively. The newly grown regions inherit the parent vertices' 
displacements and are brought to the new positions. At the end of the searching 
process, transition vectors which give the displacements between the template 
vertices and the closest points in the target mesh are evaluated. Then, the smoothness 
of the transition vectors is optimized. 
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Comparing with searching the closest points without using the feature points 
information, the region propagation method can help to recover the missing data on 
the target quickly and to locate the valid closest points on the target with a shorter 
search distance as well. Therefore, if the feature points provided carry the precise 
information, it can help in the region propagation method very much. 
After the fitting process, the shape of the template is similar to the target mesh. 
However, in real applications, a usable mesh always has a special topology (the 
lengths of the edges may be very different between parts) and some feature details 
(complex structures attached to the surface). A feature template is thus used to 
provide the required topology and details. With an un-deformed version and a 
deformed version of the connectivity template, the feature template is deformed by 
using compactly supported radial basis functions (CSRBFs), accordingly. 
1.4 Thesis outline 
The structure of the thesis is organized as follows. In this chapter, the backgrounds, a 
review of the related works and a brief description of the proposed method are 
presented. In chapter 2, the method of the coarse-level deformation is discussed. In 
chapter 3，an existing algorithm for surface fitting is evaluated and a new one using 
regional partitioning is proposed. An enhanced method using two generic templates 
is presented in chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes the implementation and the 
experimental results. Conclusions and future developments are given chapter 6. 
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2. Global deformation 
In this chapter, the global deformation used in the proposed method is described. 
Firstly, the importance of the feature points is described. Some existing coarse-level 
global deformation methods are described. The radial-basis functions (RBFs) as used 
in the proposed method are presented. A comparison between two different major 
radial functions is also presented. Finally, examples showing the results of the 
warping are shown. 
2.1 Feature points 
What is a feature point? Here, it is defined as a point which gives some special 
information on a mesh. Given two similar meshes with different shapes, such as two 
meshes of human hands, the features on the hands give an important mapping 
between the hands. We can recognize the correspondences between two hands easily 
by recognizing features on the shapes. However, recognizing features automatically 
is a difficult task. For two objects in the same category, although they are similar, 
there are always variations on the features. Therefore, even though the features can 
be identified, the errors in the correspondences may also be very high. In this thesis, 
one-to-one feature point correspondences are specified interactively. Global 
deformation can be applied to match one mesh to another as the feature points 
establish coarse-level mapping between the target mesh and the template. 
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2.2 The deformation 
Given the feature points, the next step is to perform a coarse-level global 
deformation on the template. There are several existing methods for global 
deformation. 
2.2.1 Deformation using affine transformation 
For the deformation using affine transformation, there are two very different 
approaches. The first one is to evaluate and apply an affine transformation to the 
template iteratively. The affine transformation can be found by least square method. 
Given the corresponding feature points represented as, matrices A and B，the 
2 • 
squared error, AX - B is to be minimized for determining the mapping function 
X between A and B • By setting up the over-determined matrix equation, 
AX = B, (2.1) 
X can be solved using Eq.(2.2), 
X = (A7’A)—VB， (2.2) 
where X is an affine transformation. Following is the summary of the algorithm, 
• Inputs - Feature points on the template stored in matrix A and feature 
points on the target stored in matrix B . 
參 Output - Matrix X of 16 degree of freedom which describes the 
relationship between A and B . 
參 Procedure - Find out X by minimizing the square error of | |AX-B . 
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Since the maximum degrees of freedom of X is only 16 for an affine transformation, 
the deformation effect is limited. In the worst case, the point correspondences cannot 
be matched properly when there is a large number of point correspondences. 
In the method described in [15], the affine transformation of each pair of marker 
correspondences is determined and optimized. The coarse-level deformation of the 
template mesh is conducted through the optimizations of the affine transformations 
of the markers and their smoothness. The method diffuses the affine transformations 
from the markers to the rest of the template iteratively. Given a high and a low 
resolution meshes, the global deformation can be upsampled from the low resolution 
model to the high resolution one with a smaller number of iterations. The following 
marker error is to be minimized: 
- m , f , (2.3) 
(=1 
where T � i s the affine transformation of the marker v^ .^  on the template mesh and 
m, is the marker on the target mesh. The changes to the affine transformation are 
required to diffuse through the mesh neighbor-by-neighbor by optimizing the 
following smoothness error, 
五.、.=% ^ I | | T , - T , f , (2.4) 
where T, is the affine transformation for a vertex, T, is T. 's neighboring transition 
vector and M� ’ is the template. The main drawback of the method is the number of 
iterations required for the convergence of the solution is always dependent on the 
resolution of the template mesh. The summary of the method is in the following, 
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• Inputs - the markers v� . on the template and the makers m, on the 
target. 
• Outputs - The affine transformation T, for moving each template vertex 
• Procedures 一 Minimize the errors, E = E", + E�.. 
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2.2.2 Elastic warping using Radial Basis Functions 
The coarse-level global deformation used in this thesis is an elastic warping using 
radial basis functions (RBFs). Comparing with those methods which use affine 
transformation, there are two advantages of using RBFs. The degree of RBFs is 
dependent on the number of correspondences but restricted to a constant. On the 
other hand, the warping is not dependent on the topology of the template. In [28], 
Bookstein proposed an approach based on thin-plate splines for deforming biological 
tissues. The method minimizes the bending energy of a deformed surface. And in 
[29], the mechanism is extended for three-dimensional objects. The theorem is then 
restricted to the practical construction of the deformation function in [5]. 
Let p, e R^ and e R^，i = \,...,n , be two set of feature points. The global 
deformation process deforms the feature points p, on the source geometry (template) 
to p', on the target geometry (target mesh). The problem is to determine the function 
E(p,) that maps p, to p,,: 
P' =E(p,.), (2.5) 
where / = 
The function can be used to deform a template mesh into the shape of the target 
geometry based on the volume spanned by the feature points and the radial functions. 
The mapping is expressed by an elastic function which is a weighted linear 
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combination of n basic functions 冷 defined by the source feature points and the 
corresponding target feature points: 
E(P) = ; ^ M | p - P / | l ) + R P + t , (2.6) 
；=1 
where p,. g R^ are weights, R g corresponds to rotation, skew and scaling, and 
R^ is the translation component which compensates the large possible difference 
in the affine transformation. 
The biharmonic basic function (/){r) = r is chosen to give a global and linear 
interpolating effect. Since, p., R and t are the unknowns to be determined, there 
are 3(/7 + 4) unknowns with only 3« conditions (i.e., Eq.(2.6)). To provide enough 
constraints for the system, the following compatibility conditions are included: 
(2.7) 
/=! /=1 /=1 /=! 
凡1-
where k = 1,2,3 and p, = pf . The compatibility conditions are not only the 
additional constraints for solving the equation, but are also constraints for removing 
affine contributions from the weighted sum of the basic functions [3, 20]. 
To set up the system of the linear equations relating the feature point 
correspondences between the source template and the target geometry respectively, 
g.. and R are adopted to denote p,•—p, ) and R? , respectively. Then, the 
” k . 
linear equation system to determine E(p) can be written as E(p) = p': 
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The system is symmetric and positive definite unless all p, s are coplanar. Although 
it occurs rarely, p, s may be coplanar sometimes. In this situation, additional points 
will be added. Those points can be determined based on p, s and their normal, n, s, 
such that, the extra point correspondences to be used become (p, +n,)s . However, 
the extra point correspondences have to be selected carefully. Otherwise, the volume 
spanned by the original feature points may become incorrect due to the overlapping 
volume spanned by the extra points. 
Under the above conditions, there exists a unique solution of E(p) [31]. Assuming 
the number of feature points is below one hundred, Gaussian elimination can be used 
to solve Eq.(2.8) directly. After solving Eq.(2.8), the elastic warping function can be 
applied to the template. Here, let a and b denote the total numbers of the template 
feature points and template vertices respectively and let p- and pf denote template 
vertices and the template feature points. To construct the basis function, we have 
h.. p"^  - p f l ) , i = \,...,a and j = \,...,b . Having p, , R and t solved, the 
following equation can be set up: 
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P2 
V A \hn h , , … h � � p 广 pd? pf 1]; 
= H” K … K PF P? PF 1 P. , (2.9) 
• . • • • K 
• • • • • _ • • • J 
p d I A 丨 、 … K pf p? pf i j R2 
R3 
t 
「叫 � A " i ] 
ch 厂1 
where •‘ are the deformed template vertices and pf = pf^ • 
-P；；」 L � 
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2.2.3 Biharmonic and triharmonic basic functions 
In fact，there is another option of the basic function, (f>{x�for Eq.(5). The one used in 
the previous section is a biharmonic function (i.e. = r ) . A triharmonic function 
(i.e. ^(r)=厂3) is another choice. Although both functions are good for interpolations, 
a triharmonic function may give some undesired effects. It is because the triharmonic 
function is a spline function which affects a point non-linearly during interpolation. 
In Figure 2. 2 and Figure 2. 4, undesirable deformation effects due to the triharmonic 
basis function are shown. In Figure 2. 2，the body of the cup deformed using 
triharmonic basic function is obviously distorted. In Figure 2. 4, the fingers of the 
hand deformed using triharmonic basic function appear thinner due to the non-linear 
interpolation of the spline effect. The triharmonic spline function gives a smooth 
interpolation effect for approximating the in-betweens of the feature points. This 
smooth interpolation is useful sometimes. However, in most cases, we need only a 
linear coarse-level deformation effect on the template mesh. Those undesired 
interpolation may result in the extra distortion in the surface fitting process. As a 
result, the biharmonic basic function which gives linear effect on the elasu. rping 
function is preferable in most cases. 
16 
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Figure 2.1: The cup template mesh (left) and the target cup (right). The orange 
dots with blue number labels are the feature points. 
Figure 2. 2: The deformed cup template using a biharmonic basic function (left) 




Figure 2. 3: The hand template mesh (left) and the target hand (right). 
H U B W ^ l l 丨 ， 
Figure 2. 4: The deformed hand template using a biharmonic basic function (left) 
and The deformed hand template using a triharmonic basic function (right). 
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3. Local iterative surface fitting 
After a coarse-level global deformation using RBFs, the template is said to be 
deformed to match roughly the target mesh. However, the deformation is performed 
on the feature points such that most of the details of the target are still not captured 
by the template. In this chapter, local surface fitting methods will be described. 
Firstly, simple methods for locating the closest points will be discussed. Based on the 
closest point, transition vectors which represent the displacements between the 
template vertices and their corresponding closest points are constructed and the 
smoothness of the transition vectors is optimized. Then, the 'region' based method is 
discussed. In addition, the characteristics of the method will be analyzed. 
3.1 Basic closest point method 
Let M^ be the template after the coarse-level global deformation and M , be the 
target mesh, such that, M�’ and M j are similar in shape. The fine-level 
correspondences between the surfaces, M^ and M.j. are achieved using a similar 
frame work as described in [15]. 
Let s, G M�’ be a vertex of M^，a transition vector T, g R^ is to move s,.，such that, 
Ms�will be deformed into M�’ ‘ according to T,. This gives a new set of vertices s',. 
on Ms" and s’, = s, +T, . For the reason mentioned before, the first objective is to 
find a set of transition vectors which move all vertices of M ,^ to a deformed surface 
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M^‘, such that M^' matches well with M广 For this purpose, an objective function 
measuring the sum of the squared distances between each vertex on M^ and the 
corresponding closest points on M^ is adopted. Simply moving each vertex on M^ 
to its closest point on M j may result in winkles since neighboring vertices of M^ 
could be mapped to disparate parts of M j . Nevertheless, a smoothness term can be 
included for the minimization to reduce this disparity. The smoothness term 
measures the difference between the transition vectors on neighboring vertices. In 
summary, the objective function is defined as: 
E / = : f c | | T , - T ; f + y | | T , . - T ; f , (3.1) 
''=• {',./l(s, ’ Sy ^ d s c s { M s ) } 
where Tf is the transition vector moving the vertex s, to the closest compatible 
point on Mj and b is the number of vertices of M� ’ . To avoid the front-facing 
surfaces being matched to the back-facing surfaces of Mj， t he concept of 
compatible point is adopted. In a pair of compatible points, the angel between surface 
normal at the point on M^ and that of M�’ is less than an angle,没 e(0°，90。）. 
Moreover, if there is a hole on the target mesh and the closest point is found on the 
hole's boundary, the point is said to be incompatible. In general, a smaller 0 results 
in the closest point found being more compatible, since the effect the disparate parts 
is reduced. The T, s that minimize E , should satisfy 
� = T , - T ; � + I ( T , . - T ; ) = 0 , (3.2) 
which lead to a linear equation system 
…+ 1)T,=T,°+ (3.3) 
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where n(s , ) contains the one-ring neighborhood vertices of s,，and n is the number 
of vertices in n ( s , ) . By rewriting Eq.(3.3) as Eq.(3.4), T, can be determined in an 
iteratively process as discussed below: 
T, y T ° ) . (3.4) 
Two iterative methods which move s, onto M j are considered: 
Simple Closest Point Method: 
• Inputs: Ms and M.!, 
參 Output: the deformed M^ 
• Procedures: 
Set s’, =s , initially, if M�’ is formed just after the coarse-level global 
deformation. 
1) Set T, = 0 . 
2) Update s, to s,.+T, . 
3) Determine s', as the closest compatible point of s, on M j . 
4) Evaluate !；。，where = s', —s,. If all ||t;° || < s (where ^ is a threshold, e.g., 
s = or the number of iterations exceed (where limits the 
number of iterations, e.g. = 10), go to step 7. 
5) Determine T, using Eq.(3.4). 
6) Go back to step 2. 
7) Set s丨, +T, . 
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Template surface 
Figure 3. 1: Transition vectors of Simple Closest Point Method (dotted red line 
is the template surface of previous iteration and solid red line is the template 
surface of current iteration) 
Closest Point Displacement Method: 
• Inputs: M^ and Mj. 
• Output: The transition vector, T, 
• Procedures: 
Set s’, =s> initially, if M^ is formed just after the coarse-level global 
deformation. 
1) Set T,. =s',.-s,.. 
2) Determine s', according to (s, +T, ) by finding the closest compatible point 
on M j . 
3) Evaluate T°，where T , � = s,, —s,. If all | | t° - T,.|| < s (where ^ is a threshold, 
e.g., £" = 10-3) or the number of iterations exceed (where 作“爪“limits 
the number of iterations, e.g. = 10), go to step 6. 
4) Determine T, using Eq.(3.4). 
5) Go back to step 2. 
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6) Set s丨=s,+T,. 
Target surface 
T. j J \j \j \l 
Si 
I emplate surface 
Figure 3. 2: Transition vectors of closest point displacement method 
The main difference between Simple Closest Point Method and Closest Point 
Displacement Method is that, Simple Closest Point Method freezes the vertices with 
the optimized transition vectors in every iteration while Closest Point Displacement 
Method does not. In Simple Closest Point Method, the transition vector T, is 
determined locally as it is evaluated from a vertex which is frozen with the previous 
T,. Therefore, the magnitudes of T,�s and T, s become smaller in each new iteration 
(Figure 3. 1 illustrates how T° s of current iteration are determined from T, s of 
previous iteration.). If M^ and M j are not matched very close initially, T, s of the 
previous iteration may not be the optimal ones, especially the initial evaluation of 
T, s. The smoothness of the transition vectors in the new iteration does not affect 
previous T, s which are frozen with s,. In general, the method does not give a good 
result as some T,. s may not converge very well even though the smoothness term is 
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involved (defects are shown in Figure 3. 4 and Figure 3. 5). In Closest Point 
Displacement Method, 1^� i s determined from (s', -s , ) . Since the position of every 
s, does not change throughout the process, T° always measures the displacement 
from s, to s'.. Even though the template and the target mesh may not match very 
well initially, T, s can be optimized by the smoothness throughout the process. 
Moreover, due to the behaviors of the transition vectors defined, the Closest Point 
Displacement Method is able to deform the template properly when missing data 
appears. Figure 3. 4 shows the results of using the Simple Closest Point Method and 
the Closest. Point Displacement Method to fit a cup template with 5 iterations. 
Obviously, the result produces by using the Simple Closest Point Method is not 
smooth and the missing parts cannot be recovered very well. For the template which 
is obtained using Closest Point Displacement Method, the surface fitted is smooth 
and the missing parts on the target surface are being recovered by the template. The 
missing parts are recovered after more iterations. 
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Figure 3. 3: A cup template after the coarse-level deformation (left) and the 
target mesh with missing parts (right) 
m m m . ^ 
Figure 3. 4: A cup template fitted using the Simple Closest Point Method (left), 
and a cup template fitted using the Closest Point Displacement Method (right) 
after 5 iterations 
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Figure 3. 5: A cup template fitted using the Simple Closest Point Method (left), 
and a cup template fitted using the Closest Point Displacement Method (right) 
after 10 iterations 
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3.2 Regional partitioning method 
Two iterative algorithms are described in the previous section. The Closest Point 
Displacement Method is similar to the one used in [15] as it does not freeze the 
template vertex in each iteration. The transition vector for each vertex can be 
influenced by its neighborhood through the smoothness term and the missing data of 
the target mesh can also be recovered by the template. However, in general, the 
closest point search process is always the most time-consuming task. Reducing the 
number of the searches means reducing the search time. Besides, limiting the radius 
of the search region can help to reduce the number of target mesh triangles to be 
tested. Thus, voxel-based grid (Appendix A) is used for partitioning the space 
spanned by the target mesh, such that the number of searches can be reduced. 
Consider the situation where there is a dome on the target mesh in Figure 3. 6. Since 
the search range for locating the closest point is limited, the closest points for some 




Figure 3. 6: The target mesh surface (the black line) with a dome, the template 
surface (red line) and the vertices (blue dots) on the template. The arrows 
indicate the located points on the target surface that are closest to the template 
vertices. 
Consider another case in Figure 3. 7，there is a big hole on the target surface. For 
some template vertices, the corresponding valid closest points on the target surface 
cannot be located. Although Closest Point Displacement Method suggested in the 
previous section can be used to recover the hole by the template surface, a number of 
iterations are required. 
Hole 
— 
Figure 3. 7: The target surface (black line) with a hole, the template surface (red 
line) and the vertices (blue dots) on the template. 
According to the problems described above, a method based on regions is developed 
(referred to as 'Region Propagation Method' in the following). 
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3.2.1 Defining the regions 
What is a region? A region always has a boundary. A feature vertex is a feature point 
specified on the template. A region is grown from the feature vertex on the template 
mesh surface. A boundary is set up when the growing regions meet. The number of 
regions is dependent on the number of the feature vertices and the sizes of regions 





Figure 3. 8: Regions and boundary with 4 feature vertices 
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Figure 3. 9: Regions and boundaries with 5 feature vertices 
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3.2.2 Propagating from the seeds 
In the coarse-level global deformation, feature vertices are specified for the template 
matching process. In the surface fitting process as discussed in the previous section, 
locating the closest point for a template vertex within a limited search range and, 
recovering feature from a template are the problems. In this section, a propagation 
method based on feature vertices is developed for solving the problems. 
In section, 3.2.1, we have defined the regions and the boundaries. Since a 'feature 
vertex' is treated as the center of a region where the searches are to be propagated 
from, it is referred to as the initial 'seed' of a region in the following. In the process 
for locating the closest points, the search start from the seeds and propagates to the 
neighboring vertices. The closest point for each vertex is located based on the 
displacements of the seeds' positions as discussed in the following. 
Figure 3.10: The initial seed (red dot), the first spread region (blue line), the 
second spread region (red line), the third spread region (bold black line). 
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The detailed processes of the propagation method are as follow: 
• Inputs: M s , M t and the feature point correspondences 
• Output: the transition vector, T° 
• Procedures: 
Let T'° be the local transition vector for s, G M^ and L ? 脈 姻 g be the list of the 
vertices which are to be processed. Let s, e n (s , ) denotes s, is an one-ring 
neighbor of s,. Let s丨,e M'^ be the closest point of s, located on M^. 
1) Set = 0 and insert every feature vertex of M^ into the seed list, L^. 
2) Insert the seed vertices of L^ into the processed vertex list, L ,^ocessed. 
3) Clear 丄pr_sin容，and for every s, in L^ , if Sj 茫 L ? 咖 隱 j , insert every 
S, e n ( S , ) into 
4) For every vertex s, in Zpr嶋sing，locate s丨,based on the neighboring seeds 
(this will be discussed later), and set r ° = s,, -(s, + T,). 
5) Clear L^，and insert the vertices of L^ ,ocessxns into L^. Insert all the vertices of 
Ls into L^ o^cessed • 
6) If the number of vertices in L^ ,ocessed is smaller than the number of vertices of 
M^，go to step 3. 
7) Evaluate T- by setting T° =s,,+ -s , . 
In the propagation algorithm, the idea is to move the every template vertex to the 
target mesh surface based on the seeds' displacements before locating the closest 
point on the target. In the above algorithm, the initial seeds are the feature vertices. 
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In general, the neighboring vertices of the feature vertices are near to the target mesh 
and it is possible to locate the closest points within a small search region. However, 
non-feature vertices may not be close to the target mesh. In the worst case, their 
closest points on the target mesh cannot be located. The evaluation of T° is affected 
by the neighboring local transition vectors, T® G n(s,.) of the seeds. To locate the 
closest point s',. on M j based on the neighboring seeds, the local transition vectors 
of the neighboring seeds can be used. However, simply determining the transition 
vector based on one seed would locate a vertex to a disparate position, as a vertex 
usually has several seeds (Figure 3. 12). In order to have a smoothed local 
displacement from the seeds, the following expression is used, 
1 T'O 
U,o= r ^ r y - 1 丄 . (3.5) 
s,en(s,) 
where U° is the smoothed transition vector inherited from the neighboring seeds 
(Figure 3. 11 and Figure 3. 12)，T. is the optimized transition vector from the 
previous iteration of surface fitting and (s,. + T , ) - ( s , + T . ) is the edge length of 
the template. With considering the edge length, closer seed's local transition vector 
gives a larger contribution in determining . 
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Figure 3.11: Locate s’, based on the seed's local transition vector T'°. (The 
black dot is the current seed vertex and the blue dots are the template vertices.) 
Figure 3. 12: An example surface of a template. A template vertex (blue dot) has 
to inherit a transition vector, U° from the seeds (Black dots) 
With Eq.(3.5)，the intermediate position of (s, +T,.) becomes (s, +T,. + U ° ) . Based 
on (s^  +T,. + U ° ) , the closest point, s',. can be located on M : within a very small 
search region. Thus, the final local transition vector evaluated for (s^  +T, ) becomes 
= s',.-(s,. +T,) (Figure 3. 13). In general, if s'丨 cannot be located due to missing 
data on the target mesh, the new position of (s, + T,) will be dependent on U°. 
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Figure 3.13: The illustration of finding the local transition vector, T'° 
Now, the transition vectors, T丨�s can be evaluated using the propagation method. 
Thus, a new surface fitting method, the 'Region Propagation Method' is proposed as 
below: 
參 Inputs: Ms，Mj and the feature point correspondences 
• Output: The transition vector, T, 
• Procedures: 
Set s’, =s, initially, if M^ is formed just after the coarse-level global 
deformation. 
1) Set T, =s',+ - s " 
2) Determine sV using propagation method by finding the closest compatible 
point on Mj-. 
3) Evaluate ，where T , � = s',-s, . If all 11；® - T,.|| < s (where ^ is a threshold, 
e.g., s = 10"^) or the number of iterations exceed (where limits 
the number of iterations, e.g. = 10), go to step 6. 
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4) Determine T. using Eq.(3.4). 
5) Go back to step 2. 
6) Finally, T. will be updated to m v酬―x T , . where w,匪偷,e (0， l ] is a weight 
for controlling the degree of the deformation. 
7) Set s',. =s,. +T,.. 
3.2.3 Handling the distortions 
The method introduced in the previous section matches the template vertices to the 
target quickly based on the feature vertices. Nevertheless, distortions are introduced 
as a result of the unevenly distributed feature vertices. In evaluating T^^ using the 
propagation method, distortion is accumulated from vertex to vertex and may 
become very obvious near the boundaries of the regions. In surface fitting, normally, 
a certain degree of distortion would be introduced. It is because the shape of the 
template is different from the target mesh. However, if the distortion is biased, the 
structure of the template would be destroyed. A 2D analog of the problem is shown 
in Figure 3.14. 
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Figure 3. 14: A winkle at the boundary (left). The distortion becomes very 
serious at the boundary (right). (The arrows are the transition vectors 
optimized, blue dots are the template vertices. Back line is the target mesh. Red 
line is the template surface.) 
For both cases in Figure 3.14, distortions appear near the boundary between regions. 
In the first case, the distortion biases slightly and a winkle is introduced as the 
vertices are too dense at the boundary. In the second case, the biased distortion is 
very serious. 
N K K K K K K N N N N N j N N N N 
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Figure 3. 15: The possible distortion introduced on the template surface 
To reduce the occurrences of the distortions which may lead to winkles near the 
boundaries, it is always preferred to use a template where its vertices are not too 
dense near the boundaries. Nevertheless, this may restrict the topology of the 
template. On the other hand, the positions of the feature vertices dictate the 
distortions. It is difficult to define a set of feature points which are always valid for 
any target mesh with holes, as the desired positions of the feature points may have to 
be altered due to the missing data in the target. In addition, in the algorithm for 
locating the closest point using propagation, the edge lengths affect the inherences of 
the transition vectors from the neighborhood. If the edge lengths vary greatly and 
randomly throughout the mesh (e.g. = 100 edge^ )，the propagating method 
may not give a good result. A possible solution is to use a template mesh with edge 
length confined to a certain range. 
Obviously, all the drawbacks described above are due to the biased distortions 
introduced in the propagation search method. In general, optimizing the smoothness 
of the mesh reduces the distortion effect. However, smoothing the vertices of the 
template using one-ring of neighboring vertices is only suitable for filtering the noise 
on the target mesh, 
(3.6) 
where s'J is a template vertex after I number of smoothing iterations and n is the 
number of neighborhood of s丨(. 
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Figure 3.16: Smoothing the position of the vertices will also smooth the basic 
structure of the surface (left). Basic feature of the template is kept using 
transition vector smoothing (right). (Red line is the original template surface 
and, black line is the fitted template surface.) 
If the above smoothing scheme is applied on the template, some details on the 
template may be lost as Eq.(3.6) merely takes the average of the vertices. Therefore, 
another smoothing scheme is adopted, 
( \ 
r = ^ T； (3.7) 
« + � J 
where T/ is a transition vector of a template vertex after I number of smoothing 
iterations and n is the number of neighboring vertices of T/ 
In Eq.(3.7), the smoothing operation is applied to the transition vectors only. A 
transition vector is defined as: 
T /=s’ ; - s , (3.8) 
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where s^  is a vertex of coarse-level globally deformed template, and I is the number 
of smoothing iterations. Since only T/ is changed in a smoothing iteration, similar 
distortions are applied to s, and its neighborhood, such that shape features on the 
fitted template surface are retained. Figure 3. 17 shows the expected effects of the 
smoothing operation. The biased distortion is smoothed after each iteration. 
a) Target s u r f a c e � 
Transition vector / y ^ V \ 
Template surface - J L — \ \ \ _ 
b) Target surface ^ 
Transition vector / j 
Template surface ^ —‘ � \ \ i-
c) Target surface ^^^ ^^^卩 
Transition vector J ^ 
^ / \ Template surface i - ‘ — � 1 \ L 
Figure 3. 17: a) The transition vectors after the surface fitting of regional 
partitioning, b) The transition vectors after the first smoothing, c) The 
transition vectors after the second smoothing. 
In general, one smoothing iteration may not be enough for reducing the biased 
distortion effect, while too many iterations would lead to the details being smoothed 
seriously. The number of iterations required for smoothing a region depends on the 
resolution of the template. If the template is high resolution, the edge is shorter in 
general. The magnitudes of the transition vectors determine the distortions of the 
template vertices. Thus, the number of smoothing iterations needed is defined as, 
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maxdT,) 
N 一 = 2 x . ( ； ‘ ； ^ (3.9) 
min( edge{Ms)) 
where N丨,。”—” is the number of iteration required, edgeiM^) is an edge of the 
coarsely fitted template M^, and c is a small positive integer which determines the 
basic number of smoothing. 
In fact, Eq.(3.9) estimates the maximum number of smoothing iterations needed. 
With this number of iterations, transition vectors which are considered as biased near 
boundary can be smoothed. However, in general cases, N 胁 — 打 is only a 
recommended reference number. The number of iterations needed can be set to a 
small constant if the resolution of the template is not too high. 
Edge Z � 
Figure 3.18: The magnitudes of the transition vectors (arrows) and the template 
edges' lengths determine the number of smoothing needed. 
3.3 Combined methods for surface fitting 
3.3.1 Summary of the surface fitting methods 
In this chapter, we have described 3 surface fitting methods. 
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1) Simple Closest Point Method - A method which evaluates all the transition 
vectors of the template simultaneously with the search for closest being 
performed on the target mesh. The transition vectors are the differences of the 
corresponding template vertices between two consecutive iterations. 
Smoothness is optimized between the transition vectors of the vertex and its 
neighborhood. The fitting result in Figure 3. 4 shows the defect of the method. 
2) Closest Point Displacement Method - A method which evaluates all the 
transition vectors of the template simultaneously with the search for closest 
being performed on the target mesh. The transition vectors are the differences 
of the corresponding template vertices between the latest iteration and the 
initial one. Smoothness is optimized between the transition vectors of the 
vertex and its neighborhood. The convergence of the method is slow if holes 
exist on the target mesh or two surfaces are too far away for closest point 
searches. 
3) Region Propagation Method — A regional partitioning method which 
evaluates the transition vectors of the template from the seeds and their 
closest points on the target mesh. The transition vectors are the differences of 
the corresponding template vertices between the latest iteration and the initial 
one. Smoothness is optimized between the transition vectors of the vertex and 
its neighborhood. The template can be used to recover the missing data on the 
target based on neighborhood information of the template. The search 
distance for the closest point can also be reduced to prevent the template from 
matching with disparate points on the target mesh. The main defect of the 
method is that biased distortions may be introduced easily. However, this 
problem can be solved by smoothing the transition vectors. 
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3.3.2 Combining the methods 
I 
Figure 3.19: A hole on the target mesh (red circle) projected on the surface of 
the template mesh and the center of the hole region (blue dot) 
As stated before, slow convergence is one of the problems of the Closest Point 
Displacement Method. Assume there is a hole with an appropriate size on the target 
mesh. The minimum number of iterations needed for transferring the contributions of 
the transitions from the hole's boundary to the center of the hole depends on the 
Dijkstra's shortest distance from the boundary to the center (Figure 3. 19). The other 
problem is related to the search distance of the closest point. Assume the search 
distance is r，the search volume is — r and the number of compatible triangles of 
the target mesh within the search volume is « ( « is always dependent on the 
resolution of the target mesh). Normally, the search volume is directly proportional 
to the number of the compatible triangles. If the search distance is doubled, the 
expected number of compatible triangles to be searched becomes SN. In this case, 
we can take the advantages of Region Propagation Method, thus, the search distance 
can be reduced. 
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Since both methods have advantages and drawbacks, using one single method may 
not give the best result. It is preferable if different method is applied in different 
situations. There are three common cases: 
1) The template and the target mesh are close enough after the coarse-level 
global deformation. 
2) The target mesh surface is still far away from the template mesh surface after 
the coarse-level global deformation. 
3) The target mesh has missing data (holes) on the surface. 
Close Far away Hole exists 
乂 � 
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Figure 3. 20: Three possible cases of the conditions between the template surface 
and the target mesh surface after the coarse-level global deformation. (Red line 
is the template surface, black line is the target surface, and blue dot is a 
template vertex.) 
For the first case, both the Closest Point Displacement Method and the Region 
Propagation Method can give a good result and it is fast as the search distance is 
limited and the biased distortion is also limited. However, Region Propagation 
Method may required a longer time. Neglecting the detail operations in the closest 
point search, both methods are of order 0{h) where b is the number of vertices on 
the template. However, in the Region Propagation Method, there is an operation for 
calculating the smoothed transition vectors base on the seeds and this contributes an 
0(b) computational time. 
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For the second case, the number of closest point searches affects the performance of 
the different methods as the closest point search includes several operations such as 
projection of a vertex onto the triangle planes and projection of a vertex onto the 
triangle edges. Therefore, if the search distance is minimized, the computational time 
consumed by the closest point searches is minimized. In general, the Closest Point 
Displacement Method gives a better result in terms of distortion, whereas the Region 
Propagation Method gives a better result in terms of speed. 
For the third case, there are missing data on the target mesh. Using the Closest Point 
Displacement Method alone may require long computation time. If the Region 
Propagation Method is used, biased distortions may be accumulated easily. Although 
the biased distortion can be resolved by the optimization for the smoothness of the 
transition vectors, details captured are usually smoothed. 
In the discussion below, the following notations are adopted: 
M^ - The initial version of the template mesh just after the coarse-level 
global deformation 
- The fitted version M^. It is equal to M� in i t ia l ly . 
Mt - The target mesh 
r•細.也-The search distance for the closest point 
, £ - The threshold for surface fitting 
F i _ , i o A M s , M �一 £ � - Closest Point Displacement Method which 
fits M,s’ to M.J.. 
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F r e 咖 m A M , M �， M T - Rcgioii Propagation Method which fits 
M � t o Mt. w 勵 輪 , ， i s set to 1. 
In general, the proposed methods can be used in a combination of steps: 
• Inputs: M , . ， , Ml’，r驗I�and s 
• Output: M \ 
• Procedures: 
1) ’ ,似7.，^search，，whcrc s = r丽. 
2) F".“,,�.""",(Ms’，M's’，M”r^ w，4，where ^ is a small positive number, e.g. 
^ = 0.05. 
3) Update every vertex on to the valid closest points located on M.,. if 
necessary. (Since the transition vectors are smoothed, M^ may not lie on 
M,. ) 
The above process starts with Region Propagation Method, the template is fitted to 
the target mesh, rough correspondence is established for every vertex on M^. Thus, 
when the second step is carried out, for every vertex on M^，a corresponding point 
on My. with the same /；搬力 is located. Finally, if it is necessary to stick the template 
surface on the target surface tightly, we can just move every vertex to its closest 
position without any smoothing. 
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3.3.3 Fine-level fitting results 
In this section, fine-level fitting results will be shown and discussed. 
Figure 3. 21 shows a comparison between two fitted templates using different fitting 
methods. The cup template is fitted using the combined method. The template is 
fitted using one iteration of Region Propagation Method with two extra iterations of 
transition vector smoothness minimization and then one iteration of Simple Closest 
Point Method. The result feature recovered is better than the one fitted using Closest 
Point Displacement Method with 5 iterations. 
目國 
Figure 3. 21: A cup template fitted using combined method (left), and a cup 
template fitted using Closest Point Displacement Method after 5 iterations 
(right). 
Figure 3. 22 shows a coarse-level deformed template and a target mesh with a 
'broken handle'. Figure 3. 23 shows the comparison between two fitted templates 
using different fitting methods. The cup template fitted using combined method is 
fitted using one iteration of Region Propagation Method with two extra iterations of 
transition vector smoothness minimization and then one iteration of Closest Point 
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Displacement Method. The result of feature recovering is similar to the one fitted 
using Closest Point Displacement Method with 5 iterations. 
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Figure 3. 22: A cup coarse-level defined template with 9 feature vertices defined 
(right), and the target mesh (left). 
tMS 
Figure 3. 23: A cup template fitted using combined method (left), and a cup 
template fitted using Closest Point Displacement Method after 5 iterations 
(right). 
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Figure 3. 24 shows a hand template and a target hand. Figure 3. 25 compares the 
shape difference between the coarsely-match template and the target. Figure 3. 26 
reveals the ability of reducing the search distance by using Region Propagation 
Method. The template fitted using Closest Point Displacement Method does not give 
a good result even though the search distance is twice that the other method. 
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Figure 3. 24: A hand template with 8 feature points defined (left) and, a target 
mesh (right). 
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Figure 3. 25: A coarsely fitted template (left), the target mesh (middle) and the 




Figure 3. 26: A template fitted using one iteration of Closest Point Displacement 
Method with a search distance 0.2 (left) and with a search distance 0.4 (middle), 
and using one iteration of Region Propagation Method with a search distance 
0.2 (right). 
In to Eq.(3.1)，the smoothness term is V T, ^, but not 
3 T , . - T , � （3.10) 
which is optimized to affect the neighbors. A similar process can be achieved by 
adding a few iterations of transition vector smoothing using Eq.(3.7). 
Figure 3. 27，Figure 3. 28 and Figure 3. 29 shows the comparison of the fitting. 
Figure 3. 28 shows that the smoothness of the transition vectors may help the Closest 
Point Displacement Method to recover the hole at the bottom of the cup. In fact, the 
smoothing also prevents the template from converging to the target surface. Figure 3. 
29 shows the ability of Region Propagation Method in recovering the hole. The 
template on the right of Figure 3. 29 is fitted using the following procedures: 
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1) One iteration of Closest Point Displacement Method 
2) Five iterations of transition vector smoothing 
3) One iteration of Closest Point Displacement Method 
4) Five iterations of transition vector smoothing 
5) One iteration of Closest Point Displacement Method 
This shows that, the process for recovering missing features is dependent on the 
smoothness of the transition vectors. In general, the optimization process requires 
more iteration for the surface to converge to a state without visual defects. 
r y ] J^P 
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Figure 3. 27: A cup template after a coarse-level deformation (left), and the 
target mesh (right). 
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Figure 3. 28: A cup template fitted using one iteration of Closest Point 
Displacement Method (left), and a cup template fitted using one iteration of 
Closest Point Displacement Method plus 5 iterations of transition vector 
smoothing (right). 
m m 1 
Figure 3. 29: A cup template fitted using one iteration of Region Propagation 
Method (left), and a cup template fitted after a series of Closest Point 
Displacement method and transition vectors smoothing (right). 
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4. Enhanced template based 3D 
Object reconstruction 
Coarse-level global deformation using RBF warping and fine level-surface fitting 
methods are presented in previous chapters. Based on those procedures, the shape of 
the target mesh can be reconstructed by another structural template with feature 
vertices provided. However, the template is restricted to a single surface model. 
Distinct parts or special features are not allowed on the template surface. On the 
other hand, alterations made on the template surface before the reconstruction 
becomes impossible as they may be covered by the details captured from the target 
mesh. This chapter will discuss the solution to the problem described above. Firstly, 
compactly support radial basis functions (CSRBFs) will be introduced. Then, we will 
present the application using CSRBFs for our reconstruction using two templates. 
4.1 Compactly supported radial basis functions 
In the coarse-level deformation, the elastic warping E(s) uses RBFs for interpolating 
different parts of the template, so that, every vertex s? G is mapped to a new 
position s, e M^ according to the feature vertices specified on the template, M；.. If 
the number of feature vertices increases, the mapping will become finer. In the 
method proposed in [5], a feature mesh is constructed by connecting landmarks 
(similar to feature vertices we defined in this thesis). For each vertex of the mesh, the 
closest points on the target is located and is refined in every iteration. This 
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establishes a correspondence for warping the template mesh. However, the size of 
the matrix to be solved is proportional to the number of vertex correspondences. If 
the number of vertex correspondence is large, using a global RBFs warping will 
require solving a huge linear system which is computationally expensive. To 
improve the performance of the process, the RBFs can be replaced by the compactly 
supported radial basis functions (CSRBFs) in constructing the warping function. 
CSRBFs can be treated as a special version of RBFs. In using CSRBFs for 
constructing the refined elastic function, a relatively small effective distance X will 
make the equation system very sparse. Thus, it can be solved with linear time 
complexity. The refined elastic function is formulated as 
；=1 
, � 1 +6—+ 1 ,{r<X) .. 
aJ 1^ 3 U J A J (4.1) 
i 0 , ( r>A) 
r = s -s,. 
The CSRBFs is originally introduced by Buhmann in [35] and has been proved to 
give a nonsingular solution of interpolation problem. By setting 
E(s) = s', (4.2) 
together with the compatibility conditions, the detail elastic function E(s) could be 
determined by solving the matrix using the biconjugate gradient method in [36]. 
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4.2 Reconstruction using two templates 
In [5], landmark correspondences are specified on a template and the target head. A 
feature mesh is constructed by connecting the landmarks specified on the template 
head and is warped by the correspondences using RBFs. Then, the feature mesh is 
refined and locates new landmark correspondences on the target head. Those 
landmark correspondences are then used in the warping of the template head. The 
method repeats locating new landmarks and warps the template until the feature 
mesh is refined to a certain resolution. However, the feature mesh is obviously only 
valid for spherical template as the generation of landmarks does not depend on the 
original template head surface. In other words, parts of the template may be warped 
to disparate positions if the target objects are not spherical. 
Unfortunately, the template used for surface fitting must be a single surface model. If 
the template is a collection of surfaces with a structural design, most of the surface 
fitting algorithms will fail. In order to allow a template to be used for different 
objects and different applications, a feature mesh as introduced in [5] is adopted. 
That is, two types of generic templates are to be used for one generic object. The first 
type of template is a connectivity template which is a generic single surface model 
(referred to as M° in the following). The second type of template is a feature 
template which is a generic structural model (referred to as M^^ in the following) 
which have the same shape as . Only will be involved in the procedures of 
coarse-level fitting and fine-level surface fitting. The structure of M^’ depends on 
the applications involved from time to time. For example, if an animatable human 
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head is to be reconstructed, will consists of the earholes, the eyeholes, and the 
inside of the mouth, etc. To construct a human head mask mold for manufacturing, 
those features may be removed from Ml^ as they may not appear in Ml^ . 
With Ml，Mis and the target surface mesh, M^, Ml�’ can be deformed to the 
shape of M^ easily by the following procedures: 
1) Ensure M ° and are aligned properly in the initial condition. 
2) Define the feature points on M � a n d M j correspondingly 
3) Based on the feature points, is deformed to M$ with the coarse-level 
warping. M^ is the deformed version of M l . 
4) Match M^ to M.!’ using fine-level surface fitting and becomes the 
matched version of M�’ . 
5) The vertex correspondences, s° G and s',. G can be built up 
according to and M丨�’.Based on , s’, and X, the unknown terms in 
the CSRBFs elastic function, E(s^) = s' can be solved. In other words, the 
volumetric mapping between Ml and can be built. 
6) Finally, every vertex e M�然 can be mapped to v'. e M,�� ’ using the solved 
elastic warping function, v'= E(v°). 
Figure 4. 1 shows a simple illustration of the idea for using two types of template in 
object reconstruction. The 'cross' feature on the feature template is warped and 
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deformed together by the connectivity template using CSRBFs elastic warping 
function. 
Connectivity template / 
I Warp 
Feature template I 
• 一 • 
Figure 4. 1: Illustration of object reconstruction by CSRBF warping using two 
templates. 
A method for reconstructing a 3D object using two types of templates has been 
introduced. Since M ° encloses MJ�’ in a volume determined by s? and the distance, 
Z ， c a n be said to be volume parameterized by M� .However, the designs of the 
templates, M ° and are also restricted to X. Referring to the basis function, 
C7( )，the following minimum condition must be complied, 
Vv® e M%, there exists | |s°-v°| |< A. (4.3) 
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where e . Therefore, the distance between a vertex on the feature template and 
the corresponding closest vertex on the connectivity template must not exceed A,. 
The restriction on A has both benefit and drawback. Since the basis function will not 
affect a vertex if its distance to the closest vertex on M � i s larger than A . Thus, 
the vertex can be warped locally, and is not affected by any vertex which is far away. 
However, the design of the features on the feature template are restricted by the 
volume spanned by the vertices on and A • 
In the CSRBFs (Eq.(4.1))，Z is used to limit the number of points for the 
interpolations. In order to allow the use of high resolution feature template, a multi-
resolution approach can be used. MJ and are coarser templates in the 
following: 
1) Make sure that, and M^^ are aligned properly in the initial condition. 
2) Specify feature points on and M j interactively. 
3) Based on the feature points, MJ is deformed to M^ with the coarse-level 
warping. 
4) Match M^ to M,!, using fine-level surface fitting and becomes the 
matched version of M^. 
5) The correspondences, s° and s丨can be built up according to and . 
Based on s°, sV and X, the unknown terms in the CSRBFs elastic function, 
E(s°) = s’ can be solved. In other words, the volumetric mapping between 
M^ and M\ is built. 
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6) Every vertex v° e can be mapped to v'. e M�S using the solved 
CSRBFs elastic functions, v'= E(v°). 
7) Subdivide the polygonal faces on M'^ and M'�� ’ , such that M � a n d M丨�’�’ 
become S(M’<；) and S(M’��’) respectively, where S(-) is a subdivision 
operator. 
8) Match ) to M j again using the fine-level surface fitting method to 
obtain 
9) Ass ign ML <R S{M\,), M\<R S \ M \ ) , ML, ^ S{M\,) and X <R A： 
where A > A’ 
10) Repeat step 5 and step 6 once. 
With the multi-resolution approach, can be mapped to M^ with a larger value 
of A and a higher resolution, without greatly sacrificing the speed of the process. 
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5. Implementations and Results 
In this chapter, the implementation of the experimental system is discussed. The 
creation of the 3D objects used in the experiment is also described. Finally, the 
results of our 3D object reconstructions will be discussed. 
5.1 Creation of 3D objects 
3D objects involved in this thesis are all triangle meshes and can be classified into 
four different types: 
1) Generic template for fitting purpose (referred to as 'connectivity template') 
2) Generic template with functional structures and details (referred to as 'feature 
templates') 
3) Target surface model created by using existing CAD systems 
4) Target surface model acquired with 3D scanning devices 
The first two kind types of objects are created using a commercial graphics system, 
Maya. The generic template for fitting purpose is a connectivity template which has a 
characteristic that the ratio of the maximum edge length to the minimum edge length 
is restricted to a certain range defined by the user. Besides, it has to be a single 
surface. On the other hand, it should be as general as possible as it is designed for 
capturing the shape details of the target mesh. The generic template with functional 
structures and details is a feature template which can be altered to certain degrees. 
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The shape of the feature template should be similar to the shape of the connectivity 
template. It is the one to be deformed to give the final output mesh. 
A target surface model may be created by using existing CAD systems. Designers 
often create detailed surface model using commercial CAD systems, but the 
resolutions and structures of the model may not be suitable for the target applications. 
In this case, a lower resolution 3D object may be reconstructed from the surface 
model. For the target surface models acquired with 3D scanning devices, we obtain 
the scans by using Minolta Vivid 700 Non-contact 3D Digitizer or Inspect 3D Mega 
Capturor II. Noises are smoothed and obvious disparate parts are removed before 
surface fitting if necessary. In addition, loop-subdivision can be applied to the target 
surface if the quality of the target mesh is not good enough for surface fitting. 
5.2 Feature points selection 
Feature points are selected interactively before any fitting. To select the valid feature 
point pairs, the number of feature points has to be determined first. Given the target 
mesh, a corresponding generic template is chosen for matching and fitting. The 
feature points specified on the target must be specified on the corresponding 
positions on the template. Therefore, the coarse-level mapping between the template 
and the target can be set up and the matching processes can be carried out. 
Additionally, the feature point pairs must be placed carefully; otherwise, the template 
would be mapped to the disparate parts of the target in the coarse-level global 
deformation. Consequently, the fine-level surface fitting would not be able to be 
carried on. Figure 5. 1 and Figure 5. 2 show the defects if the feature points are 
specified on the disparate parts. 
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Figure 5 .1: The template with a valid set of feature points (left), the template with an invalid set 
of feature points (middle), and the target with the feature points (right). 
Figure 5. 2: The template with a valid set of feature points (left) and the template with an invalid 
set of feature points (right) after the coarse-level global deformation. 
5.3 Experiment platform 
The experimental system is implemented using Visual C++，the Microsoft 
Foundation Class (MFC) library, and the Open Graphic Library (OpenGL). An 
interface is designed for users to specify the feature vertices on the meshes. Matlab 
engine is used for solving some linear equations. The hardware platform is a PC with 




Figure 5.3: A head target with only the front face with 16 feature vertices 
defined (left), a head template (middle) and a head template after a coarse-level 
global deformation (right). 
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國 
Figure 5. 4: The target mesh (left) and the head template fitted using a 
combined procedure (right) 
Figure 5. 3 shows a head template deformed to the target coarsely. Figure 5. 4 shows 
the template fitted to the target head with a combined fine-level surface fitting 
process. The procedure starts by applying the Region Propagation Method. It 
involves two operations of transition vector smoothing. Then, 5 iterations of the 
Closest Point Displacement Method are carried out. The search distance is set to 0.1. 
The result is quite good as the basic characteristics of the target are captured by the 
template very well. The result of the feature template driven by the connectivity 
template using CSRBFs warping functions is shown in Figure 5. 5 with A - O A . 
Figure 5. 7 shows a very impressive result. The connectivity template and the feature 
template are subdivided using loop-subdivision. The refined connectivity template is 
surface fitted again to the target mesh for capturing the fine-level details. Then, the 
refined feature template is warped by the refined connectivity template with = 0.2, 
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such that, a high resolution head is reconstructed. Observing the chin and the eyes on 
the feature template, more shape details are recovered from the target scanned head. 
【 欄 
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Figure 5. 5: A feature template (left) and a feature template warped by the 
connectivity template using CSRBFs (right). 
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Figure 5. 6: The refined connectivity template (left) and the refined feature 
template using loop subdivision scheme (right). 
JB o J 
Figure 5. 7: The refined connectivity template fitted to the target again using the 
Closest Point Displacement Method (left). The feature template warped by the 
refined connectivity template (right) 
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Figure 5. 8: The connectivity template and the feature templates: (a) the 
connectivity template, (b) the refined mesh surface of the connectivity template, 
(c) the head model worn an Irish-cap as the feature template I，（d) the head 
model with Mohican style hair - feature template II，and (e) the head model 
with another hair style - feature template III. 
Besides reconstructing the facial features, the reconstruction method can also be 
applied to separate parts of the head. Figure 5. 8 shows the connectivity template and 
feature templates. For each target head model in Figure 5. 9，following steps are 
carried out for matching the feature templates to the target scanned heads: 
1) Specify the feature vertices on both the connectivity template and the 
target head 
2) Coarse-level fitting - match the connectivity template to the target head 
globally using RBFs warping functions. 
3) Fine-level fitting - fit the connectivity template to the target head using a 
combined fitting method in the following sequence: 
i. Fitting using Region Propagation Method 
ii. Transition vector smoothing 
iii. Fitting using Closest Point Displacement Method 
4) Warp the feature templates with the original connectivity template and the 
matched connectivity template using CSRBFs warping functions. 
5) Refine the feature head for giving a better visual effect. 
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Figure 5. 9 does not only show the feature recovering ability of the reconstruction 
method, it also shows the ability in reconstructing character head from scanned 
models. Besides, the results also show the importance of choosing the right search 
distance and X used in the CSRBFs. With a small search distance, the chances for 
locating the closest positions on the disparate parts on target are reduced, especially 
for those scan data with some parts missing. By observing the figure, the features of 
the head (cap and hair styles) have some vertices far away from the connectivity 
template, as a result, a larger X is chosen. With a larger X，the features on the 
feature template can be designed far away from the surface on the connectivity 
template, while the drawback is the slow speed for computing the elastic warping 
function using CSRBFs. If X is too small, some of the vertices on the feature 
templates will not be warped by the warping functions. However, since the value of 
X is adjustable, when the features are close enough to the connectivity template, a 
smaller X can be chosen for the advantage of the computational time. 
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Head model C 
Figure 5. 9: The modeling results on three scanned input: the column - the 
input scanned models with the part covered by hair missed, the 2"乜 column - the 
results of connectivity template after both coarse- and fine-level fitting, the 3^ ^， 
4th and 5th columns - the modeling results with feature template I，II and III. 
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Figure 5. 10 and Figure 5. 11 shows an example for reconstructing a cup using a cup 
template. The special logo designed on the feature template is also reconstructed on 
the target shape. This shows the possibility of using our reconstruction method, 
generic template based 3D reconstruction with our regional partitioning method in 
the design of household product. 
Fwn 
Figure 5.10: A cup feature template (left), a cup connectivity template (middle), 
and the target mesh (right) 
m m 
0 
Figure 5.11: The deformed logo on the feature template 
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6. Conclusions 
We have presented a generic template based 3D object reconstruction method using 
regional partitioning in this thesis. Detail features and structures are always missing 
in a free-form surface model which is acquired with a 3D scanning device. One 
solution is to deform a template into the given surface model. However, the mapping 
between the given target mesh and the template may not be built automatically based 
on the surfaces due to the variations of features between objects. As a result, a 
method using a sparse set of interactively specified features vertices is introduced. 
The methodology can be divided into two main processes and one additional process 
for the target applications. In the first stage, a coarse-level global deformation based 
on the feature vertex correspondences using RBFs is used for matching a template to 
the target shape roughly. In the second stage, a fine-level surface fitting is conducted 
using a Region Propagation Method rather than using a simple closest point method. 
The main advantage is that, the template will converge to the target surface easily. 
The main drawback of the method is the biased distortion. Although the problem can 
be solved by optimizing the smoothness between the transition vectors, the fine-level 
details will also be smoothed. Therefore, a combination of the surface fitting 
methods is applied instead. Nevertheless, a template for surface fitting is always 
restricted to a single surface. However, different applications may require some 
special features on the template. Thus, a two-template method is developed, the first 
template is a single surface connectivity template and the second one is a template 
with a shape similar to the first one but with more details and features. With the 
connectivity template fitted to the target, the mapping based on CSRBFs warping 
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function can be built. Finally, the second template is warped by the elastic warping to 
match the target shape. 
6.1 Contributions 
The major contributions of this thesis are: 
1. The regional based partition - the fitting can be done regionally 
2. The propagation method in locating the closest points - give an initial 
guess of the displacement of the template vertex when locating the closest 
points on the target. 
Based on the abilities of the method, the accuracy and the speed of the local surface 
fitting can be improved. On the other hand, the speed and the accuracy of recovering 
the missing parts on the target from the template can also be improved. 
6.2 Future developments 
The number of feature points determines the quality of the fitting directly. If we can 
identify more feature points based on the points specified interactively, the fitting 
will become more precise. A possible way is to build a knowledge based database 
which can be used to identify the features automatically. The compatible closest 
point search on the target mesh can be improved. Actually, the closest point for a 
vertex may not be the best option. Sometimes, the point found along the vertex 
normal may give a better result. Therefore, it is desirable to have a process to 
determine the best point instead of the closest point. For the regions defined 
according to the feature vertices, the alignments of the boundaries are restricted by 
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the positions of the feature vertices. It is also desirable to determine the region 
boundaries based on the template mesh. In this case, when a feature vertex is 
specified on the template mesh, the boundary of the template can be evaluated 
automatically. This provides better control on the biased distortions due to the use of 
the propagation method. On the other hand, the proposed technique may be extended 
for sharp feature reconstruction or matching [38] by automatically adjusting the 
feature template. Finally, the templates used in the two-template method are created 
separately. Although a mesh can be re-meshed into another by using the method 
suggested in [37], it is still unable to re-mesh our feature template into the 
connectivity template. Further study is required to convert a feature template to a 
connectivity template which is suitable for surface fitting. 
Appendix A 
Voxel based closest point evaluation 
In previous chapters, we know that, the closest point on the target mesh has to be 
found for evaluating a transition vector, Jf which describes the displacement from a 
template vertex to the closest point on the target mesh. To find the closest point on 
the target mesh for a template vertex is actually to find the closest point from a set of 
compatible triangles of the target mesh. For each compatible triangle to be tested, the 
closest point on the triangle is evaluated by the following steps: 
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1) Project a point on the triangle plane. If the point is inside the triangle, exit the 
process. 
2) Project a point on each edge of the triangle. If the point lies on one of the 
edge, exit the process. 
3) If no valid projection point can be located, choose the closest vertex of the 
triangle as the closest point. 
It is very time-consuming if a large number of triangles of the target mesh have to be 
tested. A solution to speed up the process is to utilize a voxel-based method. The 
voxel can be a cube or a cuboid. The main purpose of the method is for minimizing 
the number of triangles to be tested. Only the voxels which overlap with the search 
region of the vertex will be tested. Details of the method are described below: 
MT is bounded by an octree bounding space, [1-，1丨磁]\[：1；-，兄脇]><[2-,2丨腿.. 
The space is divided into x 2 \ where I is the depth of the octree and each 
sub-region、：n(i,j,k�a is defined as 
^ ^ r , - ^ m i n ) ^ , 0 ' + O C ^ m a x " ^ m i n ) N 
I e L^ min ^ ，人 mil ••“ 2' 
y e [兄 „i„ + -f + -f )， （A•丄） 
，丄,^(^.nax-^min) , , + ^X^max " .^nin ) y 
Z 已 L^inin 十 ^ ’Z|i i i i i 卞 ^ ” 
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A triangle face f eM；- is considered as contributing to a sub-region if its 
bounding box B { f ) satisfies • ， 於 . L o c a t i n g the triangle faces 
closest to a vertex s eM^ in�J{(/，w，《) only require searching in the regions, 
+ •/e[w-r_.c/,’m + r^rcJ，and A: e [ n - r 咖 ， � + 肌J . One 
method for determining the triangle faces to be inserted into the region y{(i,j,k) is 
to check the intersections between the triangle faces and the bounding box of the 
sub-region. The second method is to sample points on the triangle with a given 
resolution. If the sample point, pe f , is inside the bounding box (i.e. 
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